Adjunct Positions Available for Spring 2015:
(Department Chairs will be present)

AT LSC-UNIVERSITY PARK CAMPUS (Adjuncts for Spring, 2015):

ESOL (#16274)  
Developmental English (#16277)  
English (#15722)  
History (#15576)  
Government (#15836)  
Humanities (#15734)  
Sociology (#15875)  
Physical Education (#16601)  
Psychology (#15844)  
Geography (#16276)  
Speech (#15869)  
Criminal Justice (#15680)  
Accounting (#15593)  
Engineering (#15852)  
Engineering Technology (#15854)  
Math (#15832)  
Developmental Math (#15815)  
Economics (#15671)  
Environmental Science (#16002)  
Biology (#16273)  
Chemistry (#15623)  
Physics (#15867)

Computer Information Technology (#15906)  
Education (#16748)  
Education 1300-Day (#15976)  
Education 1300-Evening (#15975)  
Music (#16135)  
Philosophy (#15774)  
Art (#15584)

For information regarding faculty qualifications

Click here

Please apply online in advance at:
LoneStar.edu/LSC-jobs

Internal Applicants ONLY, Please apply online in advance at:
MyLoneStar

Bring copies of your resumé, unofficial transcripts, certifications and licenses.

LONE STAR COLLEGE IS AN EEO EMPLOYER. CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK REQUIRED FOR PRE-QUALIFICATIONS.